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Abstract

In cloud computing environment, resources are accessed
by multiple members. Resources may be considered as
VM, CPU, Storage etc. Group key management required
when multiple members in group accesses the resources
securely. In existing group key management, separate key
trees are formed even if members are common in another
group to access the resources. The solution to this is to
form the combined key trees for resources which contain-
ing overlapping members. Through the analysis it is ob-
served that computational overhead is decreased by 22%
if we combine the key trees than separate key trees for
each resource.
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1 Introduction

In Cloud computing, resources may be simultaneously ac-
cessed by multiple members. Here the resources may be
considered as database, CPU, storage, applications. The
members can be overlapped to access the above resources.

Other example HDTV, users can subscribe to various
layers such as base layer, medium layer and enhanced
layer channel. Users which subscribed medium layer can
watch HDTV base layer as well as medium layer chan-
nel. User which subscribed enhanced layer can watch base
layer, medium layer as well as enhanced layer channel.

In existing group key management, single separate key
tree is built to form group key even if members are over-
lapped to access the resources. Member has to maintain
keys for each key tree. The solution to this is to form the
combined key trees for resources which containing com-
mon members.

To form the group key, TGDH protocol is used [3, 6, 7].
More specifically our contributions are

1) Combined key tree algorithm;

2) Algorithms: Single, batch join, single, batch leave;

3) Formulation of computational cost;

4) Computation cost analysis of resource key formation
for separate key trees and combined key tree in terms
of number of modulation exponentiation operations
and sequential operations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present about resource key tree. Section 3 presents com-
bining key trees algorithm, Section 4 covers Results and
Analysis, Section 5 presents conclusion.

2 Resource

2.1 Initializations

Let Resource group R = {R1, R2, R3, R4, · · · , Rn}. Con-
sider two resources R1 and R2.

R1 = {m1,m2,m3,m4, · · · ,mn} be the members access-
ing resource R1.

R2 = {n1, n2, n3, n4, · · · , nn} be the members accessing
resource R2.
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Figure 1: Resources, members representation

From Figure 1 it is observed that m3 and n4 are over-
lapped to access the Cloud resources. Assume R1∩R2 =
cm, where cm is number of overlapping members which
accesses the resources R1 and R2.
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2.2 Resource Tree For Group Key For-
mation

Figure 2 shows resource tree with leaf nodes represents
group members m1, m2, m3, m4, etc.

R1

m1 m2 m3 m4

Figure 2: Resource key tree

In TGDH [1, 2, 7, 12, 13], group key is formed from
bottom-up fashion. Following are the steps to form the
group key.

• Members m1, m2, m3, and m4 have α1, α2, α3 and
α4 private keys respectively.

• Each member forms the public key called as blinded
key. In this case, g is generator, p is prime number.

• Member blinded keys are gα1 mod p, gα2 mod p,
gα3 mod p, gα4 mod p.

• Each member with its key and sibling blinded key
forms intermediate key. For that path from leaf node
to root node is traversed.

• Resource group key is formed as below.

gα1α2α3α4 mod p.

Number of modular exponential operations required
when four members are equal to 12; In general, when
number of members are N , the modular exponential op-
erations are equal to

N +N log2N = N(1 + log2N).

2.3 Resource Membership Matrix

Every member that accesses the resource, entry is made
in resource membership matrix also for any member that
joins/leaves in single or batch makes. Resource matrix
contains the following entries.

Rows represents members {m1, m2, m3, · · · , mn} and
columns represents resources {R1, R2, R3, · · · , Rn}

1 0 · · · · · ·
1 1 · · · · · ·
1 0 · · · · · ·
1 · · · · · · · · ·


It shows that there are R1, R2, · · · , Rn resources.

Member m1 accesses resource R1 while member m2 ac-
cesses resource R1 and R2, i.e. overlapped to access the
resources R1 and R2.

3 Combining Resource Key Trees
Algorithm

In existing key management algorithm [5, 8, 9, 10, 11,
14, 15] seperate key tree is built for each resource, even
if same members are accessing multiple resources. Thus
we can combine multiple resource key trees. Algorithm 1
illustrates combining resource key trees algorithm. Com-
putation cost analysis is given in Section 4.

Algorithm 1 Combining resource key trees algorithm

1: Begin
2: Let R be the set of resources R1, R2, R3, R4, · · · , Rn;
3: Let M = {m1,m2,m3, · · · ,mn} be set of members;
4: Each member keep the track of members through re-

source access matrix;
Rows represents members {m1, m2, m3, · · · , mn} and
columns represents resources {R1, R2, R3, · · · , Rn}:

1 0 · · · · · ·
1 1 · · · · · ·
1 0 · · · · · ·
1 · · · · · · · · ·


5: Identify the members which are overlapped to access

multiple resources;
6: Build the key tree of overlapped members. Maintain

the following entries in Table 1;
7: Identify the members which are not overlapped. Build

the key tree of members which are not overlapped;
8: Combine the trees which are formed during Step 6

and Step 7;
9: End

Table 1: Resources containing overlapped members

Index Resources Overlapping members
1 R1, R2 m2

3.1 Computational Cost for Group Key
Formation

There can be multiple members overlapping to any re-
sources. Let MEO denotes Modular Exponential Opera-
tions; RMM denotes Resource Membership Matrix. MEO
after combining key trees is equal to MEO for separate key
trees minus MEO due to overlapping members:

MEO for separate key trees

=

k∑
i=1

Ni(1 + log2Ni)
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and

MEO due to overlapping member

=

Tindex∑
index=1

(RTcount[index]− 1)

·(CM [index](1 + log2 CM [index]))

where

N is equal to number of members per key tree;

k is equal to total number of key trees;

Tindex is equal to number of entries in Table 1;

RTcount is equal to total resource count per entry;

CM is equal to number of members overlapped per entry.

It is observed that computation cost in terms of number
of modular exponential for separate key tree isO(N) while
for key trees combined is O(N −RCm).

Thus we can observe that number of modular exponen-
tial operations required in separate key trees is more, i.e.
RCm compared to the combined key trees.

Table 2: Complexity

Best Case Worst Case
Ω(N) O(2N)

Table 2 shown the complexity in terms of MEO:

1) Best case complexity in terms of MEO is when all
members of resource groups are overlapped to access
the resources.

2) Worst case complexity in terms of MEO is when
members of resource groups are not overlapped to
access the resources.

3.2 Single Member Join

Algorithm 2 explains algorithm for a member single join.
In single member join algorithm, it requires two mes-

sages:

1) Message from member for accessing the resource.

2) Message from sponsor to send the blinded key to form
the group key.

Table 3 shows the single join. Table 4 represents the mes-
sage while joining the group for accessing the resource.
The member which wants the access of resource broad-
cast the message containing message id, its originating
address, list of resource membership, request for which
resource. This helps to each member to make the entry
in resource membership matrix.

Algorithm 2 Single member join

1: Begin
2: Joining member broadcasts for resource access with

its message contains whether it is already a member
of other resource.

3: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices
it and makes this entry in resource membership ma-
trix.

4: Each member looks into resource membership matrix.
5: Each member builds its own key tree by considering

overlapping members and non overlapping:

1) Joining member which is not going to be over-
lapped, it is added as per TGDH.

2) Joining member which is already accessing other
resource (overlapping) becomes the sponsor.

6: Joining member which is overlapped forms key graph
of resources.

7: Non overlapping member maintains its own key tree.
8: Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it.
9: Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.

10: End

3.3 Batch Join

There can be members which simultaneously access the
resources [4]. The following things can be happened,

1) Some members in group may access single resource;

2) Some members in group may access the multiple re-
sources at particular instant of time.

R1

R2

R3

m1

m2

Figure 3: Members join

Figure 3 shows that member m1 accesses the resources
R1, R2. Member m2 accesses the resources R2 and R3.

In existing key management, seperate/isolated re-
source key tree is formed for members that accessing mul-
tiple resources. Algorithm 3 explaining when multiple
members requests for accessing the resources.

3.3.1 Finding Suitable Position for Common
Members in Tree

After building subtree of the overlapping members,it is
inserted at the root of the tree to minimize the height of
the tree.
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Table 3: Single join

Messages Unicast Broadcast MEO
2 0 2 (N + 1)(1 + log2(N + 1))

Table 4: Message from joining member

Message Id Source Address Broadcast Address Resource Membership Resource Request

Algorithm 3 Batch join

1: Begin
2: Joining members broadcasts for resource with its mes-

sage contains whether it is already member of other
resource.

3: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices
it and makes the entries in resource membership ma-
trix.

4: Joining members can be categorized as:

1) Some members newly requesting resource.

2) Some members already accessing of resources and
require to access other resource.

5: Build key graph as per Algorithm 1.
6: Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it.
7: Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.
8: End

3.3.2 Sponsor Selection for Batch Join

Sponsor is overlapped member which accessing the re-
sources. Otherwise it is selected as TGDH approach [7].

Table 5 shows when members join for the resources
access. Here n represents number of members currently
added for the resources access.

3.4 Single Leave

Algorithm 4 explains algorithm for a member single leave.

Algorithm 4 Single member leave

1: Begin
2: Leaving member broadcasts that it is leaving from

particular resource.
3: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices

it and makes this entry in resource membership ma-
trix.

4: Each member builds its own key tree by considering
overlapping members and non overlapping members.

5: Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it.
6: Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.
7: End

In single member leave algorithm, it requires two mes-

sages:

1) Message from member for non-access the resource/s.

2) Message from sponsor to send the blinded key to form
the group key.

Table 6 shows the single leave analysis. Table 7 rep-
resents the message while leaving from the group. The
member which leaves from the group, broadcast the mes-
sage containing message id, its originating address, non-
access of resource. This helps to each member to make
the entry in resource membership matrix.

3.5 Batch Leave

There can be members which simultaneously access the
resources and completes access of resources. In these
members,

1) Member may finishes access of single resource;

2) Members may finishes access of the multiple re-
sources.

Algorithm 5 explains algorithm for members Batch
leave. Table 8 represents the batch leave analysis.

Algorithm 5 Batch leave

1: Begin
2: Leaving members broadcasts that it is leaving from

particular resource as overlapping members in re-
source groups or as per TGDH if not overlapping ex-
ists.

3: If the leaving member is itself sponsor, sponsor selec-
tion.

4: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices
it and makes these entries in resource membership
matrix.

5: Build the key graph as per Algorithm 1.
6: Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it.
7: Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.
8: End

3.5.1 Sponsor Selection in Batch Leave

If the sponsor is leaving member, sponsor is selected as
one of the overlapping member. If no overlapping member
exists, sponsor is selected as per TGDH [7].
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Table 5: Batch join analysis

Messages Unicast Broadcast MEO
2 0 2 (N + n)(1 + log2(N + n))

Table 6: Single leave analysis

Messages Unicast Broadcast MEO
2 0 2 (N − 1)(1 + log2(N − 1))

Table 7: Message details in single member leave

Message Id Source Address Broadcast Address Non-access of which Resource

Table 8: Batch leave analysis

Messages Unicast Broadcast MEO
2 0 2 (N − n)(1 + log2(N − n))

4 Results and Analysis

Analysis is done by taking resources, varying members
size. From Figure 4, it is observed that when No. of
resources are 2, Total number of Members=250 and over-
lapping members in resources are increased, number of
exponential operations are decreased (22.41%) when key
trees are combined.

Figure 4: Computational cost, number of resources = 2,
total members = 250

From Figure 5, it is observed that average computation
cost with separate key trees increased by 21.82% compar-
ing with combining key tree.

From Figure 6, it is observed that when Group size
= 100, overlapped members = 10 and as we increase the
number of resources, modular exponential operations are
decreased when key trees are combined.

Figure 5: Average computational cost, number of re-
sources = 2

Figure 6: Average computational cost, total members =
100, overlapping members = 10
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5 Conclusions

In Cloud computing, resources such as CPU, VM,
database, storage and applications are simultaneously ac-
cessed by multiple members. The members can be over-
lapped to access the above resources. Group key is formed
by contributing share of each members with TGDH ap-
proach. In existing group key management, single sepa-
rate key tree is built to form group key even if members
are overlapped to access the resources.

From the result and analysis, it is observed that there
is reduction of computation cost more than 22% when
resource key trees are combined.
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